
Dear Tom, 

INSTITUTE FOR RESEARCH IN THE HUMANITIES 

Old Observatory 
THE UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN 

MADISON, WISCONSIN 53706 

This is the day (after many others almost like it) when I determined I must must must 
l1frite to you . But the morning didn't work out. On the other hand this is Friday and no 
Latin class. Now, after lunch, your card comes and at last lights the necessary fire-cracker. 
It is too bad about the limitations of looking, but I trust that the obstacle can be overcome, 
or even taken advantage of. The last time I was there, with less time, but stuff conveniently 
in the room at least a fair amount of looking did get done. Not as much as one would like, 
of course, but. In any case I hope it goes well, and they don't have to paint the room or 
something like that. 

The slides i made of Tn 316 for Neuchatel, from the glossies, such that on the slide they 
were notN-/,/J./"/ 1:1 00IIIJK: but pretty close did come out very well, so I think we can make 
good illustrations from them. The microfiche people plainly didn't want to try hard enough, 
and get the right film, and fiddle with the lighting. 

With the numbers, and directions of what parts I will run constantly to the photo lab. It 
nav seems to be a week to do a job, and I can easily take around those you are quickly sure 
you need, and take those you later discover around a bit later. The last batch I had done wer 
well done. 
Findspots? I must recheck them, yes, (I am beginning to do a little on the volume - little, but 

( 

SOME) but I should think that what's in PTT is close enough . There are some parts that are 
less certain than others, and if there are any hand candidates which really depend on find-spot 
we can make a find-spot-spot-check. 
Dating of tex t s? Of the batch as a whole, that depends on the destruction, and it deperrl s on 
the current consensus of the diggers. You could survey their opinions, I suppose, but I 
doubt you want to get into the fight. What you should do is consider whether there is any 

f 
way to find a spread of years in either the preserved tablem, or separation of years as 
well as space from TH, KN, MY etc, or perhaps a spread of years/ ages of tre PY writers, 
which would be a stylistic thng I suppose. 

I will check Cn 436 when I get over to Van Hise, and give my impression. 
Format of dissertation'? That's a hard one for me, not so hard, but not easy for you. Introduction 
to tell what you will do. Conclusion to tell what you have dore, what can be done. Adequate 
tables of illutration of separation of hands. (That's a nice drawing on the postcard ~ Description 
~ ch3_;!"acteristics of each h d . Maybe a bit of a photograph of each hand, so a clearer 
indication of the visible differences than line drawings will allow. Costs more money, but 
I jSl.Bt sawa Liverpool thesis handsomely done with a large number of color _Qp.oto illustrations. 

( Discussion ad lib on methodological problems (if you don't m1 that word) of this kind of work. 1 Discussion ad lib on organization of the bureau. The thing to do is send me a rough outline 
of thebap{ chapter headings and pea parts. :::iay half a page's worth. I am sure not to be 
able to find anything wrong with it. I might have second thoughts and thin g that part X is going 
to turn out too combersome or so. But you would have a good frame to build on. Or, say 
a sample description of the hand of Vn 20, whatever its number is. The things I mention as ad 
lib obviously you want to do after the museum door has closed in two months , and you've had 
a chance to digest what you found in the museum, and are busily working away as the spring 
gets later and la ter. 
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Now to other things beyond the card, and then eventually to whatever seems needing an answer 
i n your last letter . I thought that didn't have much urgent in Ytl, which contributed to the long 

delay. 
Well, rather, your last letter but one, since now I find on my desk a letter postmarked 

26 x 79, which I didn't know was there. I was in Montreal the 31 through the 4th Nov, and 
suppose Wanda must have put tiit there then. Still, I will get to the independent stuff first. 

The volumes listed arrived safely from Spain. I reckoned up the exchange, thought it 
would be simplest for me t o pay (since they started out so long ago from Salamanca) and 
when the whole year is over reckon up accounts. On a similar tack, I notice that I have 
at the latest of Archaiologika Analec/kta Ath volume 7. My attempts to get a continuing 
subscription fuiled each year in the beginning. I was just beginning to get better luck 
with a certain Antonios Sapountzakis, when he seems to have disappeared. I think in fact 
I owe him some few dollars for the last thing he sent me. Could you at some moment of 
leillure go around to Eleutheroud or elsewhere and see if they could send me 8 on and 
e,piseis? Don't pay for it, but persuade them I'm reliable at paying, ifoot much else. 
Then there's this note from an Art place - they too lose letters, apparently. The first snow 
begins. 
Now your next to last letter. The abstract seems fine, and ought to make a good paper as 
delivered, and as an independent article (in thesis , otf course, but also diDc independen t 

( either before or after). For Patras Ae 995 , sounds like a nice idea, though I don't have a 
good notion of what you have in mind. I meant to imp y by my note on first page that there 
is no need to wait for word of acceptance to get the slides started. ' They can always be 
useful on another occasion, should they be foolish enough to turn you down. 

Fingerprints: Hand 1 from hand 2? I dorubt it, because I can't remember that either produced 
easily photo'ed prints, but I will go check, along with Cn 436 when I get over there. 

On vellum, etc. I trust you will discover what can be done in what time there is, and use 
the most prudent me thods. The photos will not last forever, and are intended for careful use, 
so you must judge what to do. I had to, with the first A. Frantz set, with mixed good and 
bad results. 

Aa - Ab? If I didn't commit myself in Et. Myc. I probably t/J/ couldn't convince myself that 
the evidence was good enough either way. I haven't thought about tit for a while, though I must 
have been worrying about 'Ii/ it when I was doing the lecture (Indi ana, I think, just before Nestor 
left Madison) on the TA-DA-question. I will try to remember by looking at them again whether 
I had any better notion. So I will take along the notes you have here on Cn 595 599 600 and 
have a good look. 

Jobs? Pahl Plass reports that maybe/maybe not he will go to Boston; that there are yourself 
, Felsenthal, and Phillips to be urged on likely candidates; that materials of openings have 
not shown up yet from the cen ters of such activity. I am sure he will keep an eye out, and 
I will be kept in line by him, and try to work on my own too. 

OK . that's the letter of Sept 13] ! Now for this sneaky one of October 23. Yes , assen t to 
proposals. Your handwriting seems even smaller and neater than usum. I note the red 
t ape, and the shuttling of all the red tape into Greek Mtlbius strips where they can disappear 
indefinitely. I shudder, but can't gthink of anything to do, alas. 
Bravo for the paper acceptance. Bravo for Thera, I couldn't get there. 
Pylos, rooms 7 and 8. My business in Montreal was the Boiotian Congress, where I was asked 
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to report on Linear B at Thebes. I had not read the stuff very carefully before, and promised 
that I would lli1K produce nothing original. It wen t well enoggh. But it did get me to thinking 
abou t the conditions of find ing at The bes, with repercussions elsewhere . And I was all set 
to acquire the conviction that no:t much of the stuff in 7 and 8 was really written there, when 
I remembered <6>19 and 704 (which brings us pack to your scribe, of course). No, I do 
think that the transport of tableas within an administrative comp lex (palace, _ that is), and 
from outside into one, is well worth looking into. I'm tempted to try to work on it and 
write it up and see what I can make of it. Not to keep you from doing the same thing, especially 
since it plainly is a large part of your master scribe bus iness. So, IF iM I do, I will check 



with you to iron out disagreements (if any) and get your imprimatur, and nihil obstat. 

So I will read the rest of the discussion of this problem a bit later, and see whether I 
should work on it or not. 

~/ REPLY. OK. Yes I can have the slides made from the photos here, promptly, and well, 
/.""v\"'> and we can certainly bring them with and in a gray universal zise Kodak carousel tray. 

7 I will test tray and slides, and make sure they are properly slippery, anct ri.ght side up. 

I -

You will have to put them in order, and omit what you don't need. 
, Plus a Palace of Nestor Plan. I will check yours, and see if I have one I like as well or 

better, and bring an adequate selection. 
A slide of Olivier ~cribe, of the findspots of KN. Yes. I will get that to the photolab 
on Monday - well maybe Wednesday at the latest. 

/ A slide of PTT II p. 25 of the archives complex with the gri.d . Do I have a slide of that 
<__~!ready. I bet I don't, so I'll get one for myself. 

P. S. I have found in my Montreal talk that the business of showing plans in white lines 
on black backgrounsls is just fine. It permits light pointers~~ to work where they 
can't possibly work in black on white, and I was able to use some transparency colors 
on the glass slide cover (which doesn't spoihanything, but does help point out where you 
are pointing. So I will have these plans made in white on black. If you should prefer 
black on white, it will clearly be no difficulty to get those too. Maybe I should ask for 
both at once in any case. 

f 
I did, as I said in last letter (I think) send along my recommendation to EPC~ here . 

I know that Barry wrote his, and asked me whether I approved before I got mine done, 
so I assume he got it in with admirable promptness. But I'll ask and make sure, and ditto 
with Plass. But he's a thorough!~ reliable fellow so I'm sure we're alright there . 
We all wait for the job-opening materials. · 
Photos 414 anct 415 - I will check here, and perhaps just as precaution take them along 
for copies with the ScribESde Cn and PTT on Monday (or Wednesday) just in case you tell 
me you can ·t find them, and I can. T find them either. I could easily have missed a page, 
at the rate I was going. 

There now. I am either very prompt, or dreadfully slow. It is now 2:40 Friday, 
and your letter of the 23rd arrived at 1:20 Friday, today. I'll see if trere are enough 
stamps in Wanda 's des.le to get this off this afternoon. 

I make a photocopy of this , to record what I have promised. 
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